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Reclaiming the historic Santa Fe railroad corridor for public transit use has provided the Foothill Gold Line Construction Authority a unique opportunity to once again work with the communities along its project path to reinvigorate and renew their plans for a more prosperous and “connected” future. Doing this artfully however, required thoughtful planning and design of various project elements so that each light rail station would fit within the community to foster growth and each would tell a unique story. This outcome took the cooperation and support of our city partners, community stakeholders and Gold Line Station Art Committee members, each of whom worked closely with the Construction Authority and the selected artists to detail the history, values, and attributes of the community; ultimately informing the development of the final design and public art plan for each station.

Similar to the methodology used with the initial 13.7-mile Gold Line phase from Union Station (Los Angeles) to Pasadena, where the line runs through several diverse communities, each artist was asked to integrate relevant and meaningful artwork into and around the stations. As planning began for the six-station Foothill Gold Line from Pasadena to Azusa, the Construction Authority wanted to build on successes from the first segment of the line and capitalize on new opportunities presented by the future segment. In addition to six stations in distinct community environments, the segment from Pasadena to Azusa also included a new maintenance hub for nearly 100-vehicle light rail fleet and a 584-linear-foot bridge that would take passengers across the I-210 Freeway and into San Gabriel Valley cities with hundreds of years of history.

So what could have been a standard concrete freeway overpass has become an iconic freeway sculpture and what could have been an institutional maintenance yard is now a field of poppies. Generic ticket area canopies are palm fronds and peacock feathers made of glass, and metal handrails are song sheets. Each offered different possibilities to enhance the project for the users and the surrounding communities, and I am pleased to say we took advantage of them all. I hope you'll agree.

The Journey Continues.

Habib F. Balian
CEO, Foothill Gold Line Construction Authority

Inspired by the artist Christo, Balian sought to bring color to what could have been a sea of grey by hanging bright orange off-the-shelf electrical transmission line safety markers along the wires over the storage tracks at the Foothill Gold Line Operations Campus. The pattern of spheres may seem random to those passing by, but in fact spell in Morse code, what else — “The journey continues” — Balian’s signature phrase.
“Art of the Journey” was developed to celebrate the partnership between five cities, nine renowned public artists, three design-builders, the Foothill Gold Line Construction Authority, and the hundreds of men and women that made it happen. This book provides a glimpse into the ‘behind-the-scenes’ collaborative process and creative practice of the artists of the Foothill Gold Line from Pasadena to Azusa — Michael Davis (Arcadia Station), Cha-Rie Tang (Monrovia Station), Andrea Myklebust & Stanton Gray Sears (Duarte/City of Hope Station), Robin Brailsford (Irwindale Station), José Antonio Aguirre (Azusa Downtown Station), Lynn Goodpasture (APU/Citrus College Station), Christie Beniston (Foothill Gold Line Operations Campus), and Andrew Leicester (Gold Line Bridge) — and showcases their vibrant, relevant, and beautiful artwork.

These highly regarded and experienced artists were selected through a rigorous, competitive process. More than 300 artists from across the country were considered. Five artists (Aguirre, Brailsford, Davis, Goodpasture, Tang) and one artist team (Myklebust & Sears) were selected by a station art committee representing the city in which their artwork is now viewed. Leicester was selected by a committee of corridor-wide representatives from Arcadia to Montclair to provide the design concept for the Gold Line Bridge. The ninth and final artist, Beniston, was added to the project later in the process to include artwork at the Foothill Gold Line Operations Campus.

While this journey began more than a decade ago for most of the artists, the bulk of their work took place over the last five years, following the official ground breaking of the Foothill Gold Line from Pasadena to Azusa in June 2010. During that time, each artist was commissioned by their respective design-build team to work alongside engineers and contractors to finalize the artwork design, and then fabricate and install their artwork. All of the artists were challenged to work within the limits of a stringent design criteria; while staying committed to a vision for their art to be central to the fabric of the project without impacting the line’s long-term functionality.

Each of these experienced and professional artists found distinct ways to incorporate artwork that will leave enduring impressions on future riders and capture the spirit of the community, past and present. Through their work, riders will find references to the art and craft traditions of the ancient Gabrielino-Tongva peoples, early Mexican settlers, and purveyors of the twentieth-century Arts and Crafts Movement. The region’s landscape, flora and fauna are highlighted and memorialized in metal, ceramic, stone, bronze and glass; and local commerce is honored with motifs of horse racing, basket weaving, and citrus growing. This important outcome is the result of an intentional and mindful process by the Construction Authority to integrate the art effort into the agency’s planning, design, and contracting practices. It required the cooperation of the project’s three design-build teams — Kiewit and Parsons, Stanska and ASCOM and Webcor — to meet the challenge of collaborating with artists and integrating their ideas into the overall project plan, so that aesthetic experiences and functionality generate a seamless and cohesive infrastructure. As with the Gold Line Bridge, where the art and the bridge structure itself were wholly united, you will see in the pages of this book the impressive assimilation of artwork and infrastructure throughout the 11.5-mile Pasadena to Azusa project — sometimes in the most unexpected of places.

Through this effort, the artists, design-builders and Construction Authority have enriched the Foothill Gold Line with a sense of place and legacy, roots in history and significant historical aspects of the line’s diverse and culturally rich communities, and instilling community pride that is sure to endure.
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ARTISTS

Andrew Leicester — Gateway to the San Gabriel Valley
Michael Davis — Arcadian Zephyr
Cha-Rie Tang — River of Time
Christie Beniston — Field of Poppies and California Gold
Andrea Myklebust & Stanton Gray Sears — Spirit of the San Gabriel River
Robin Brailsford — Pioneros de la Rivera de San Gabriel
José Antonio Aguirre — A Passage Through Memory
Lynn Goodpasture — Azusa Horticultural Paradise
The 584-linear-foot Gold Line Bridge was completed on time and within budget in December 2012 and stretches diagonally across the eastbound lanes of the I-210 Freeway in the City of Arcadia. The $18.6 million dual track bridge closes a gap created when the former bridge was removed following the 1994 Northridge Earthquake and provides a critical connection between the operational Gold Line and the new stations in Arcadia, Monrovia, Duarte, Irwindale, and Azusa.

Award-winning public artist Andrew Leicester was selected by a committee of community representatives following a competitive national call initiated in 2009 by the Construction Authority. Leicester was hired as the Design Concept Advisor before the contractor and architect were selected to conceive an aesthetic vision for the Gold Line Bridge; a strategic move in re-imagining the design process for a large-scale infrastructure project. This groundbreaking collaboration resulted in the creation of a sculptural bridge that is quickly becoming an iconic landmark for the San Gabriel Valley.

Leicester's bridge design was inspired by the craft traditions of local indigenous peoples, native wildlife, and the oversized architectural landmarks and roadside attractions of nearby Historic Route 66. These inspirations permeate the bridge's structure with the most notable being the two 25-foot tall, 17-foot diameter sculptural baskets flanking the sides of the main superstructure. These elements are tied together visually by the relief pattern on the outrigger beam that crosses the freeway. The main underbelly of the bridge itself is branded with cast grooves and hatch marks simulating the intricate patterns found on the Western Diamondback snake and metaphorically referencing the connectivity of the transit system.

Andrew Leicester is a public artist born and educated in England. He immigrated to the United States in 1970 and resides in Minneapolis, Minnesota. For three decades, he has created public art projects that range in size and scope from small courtyards to municipal transit plazas, park entrances, and water gardens throughout the United States, United Kingdom, and Australia. Recent projects are installed at the Civic Center in San Jose, California and the Bobcats Arena in Charlotte, North Carolina. Leicester has received numerous awards for his work as well as fellowships from the Bush Foundation, the McKnight Foundation, and the National Endowment for the Arts. Leicester's extensive sketchbook for the Gold Line Bridge project was selected as one of only a few dozen creative professional works at the Art Center College of Design's "Pages" Exhibition in 2012, which included sketchbooks, manuscripts and rough drafts from the fields of art, science, and literature.

"This monumental bridge is a symbolic gateway into the San Gabriel Valley, as well as a tribute to those who inhabited this spectacular landscape. As with most ceremonial portals, the symbolic and decorative elements of the bridge serve a vital role in conveying a message to those passing through. They announce the beginning of the San Gabriel Valley, and to those who live there, they say ‘you are not far from your destination.’"
The Gold Line Bridge is steel-reinforced concrete and the basket elements are made with pre-cast sections that include a specially aggregate mix. The pre-cast sections include pyrite to create a subtle shimmer to the surface most visible later in the day.
Andrew Leicester, Gateway to the San Gabriel Valley
Michael Davis’ artwork for the Foothill Gold Line Arcadia Station, Arcadian Zephyr, is inspired by natural and designed elements from two of the City of Arcadia’s major destinations: the race track at Santa Anita Park and the Los Angeles County Arboretum and Botanic Garden. Researching the history of the city and these sites, Davis has created a thoughtful and playful experience for the transit rider by appropriating, abstracting, and layering motifs gleaned from the area.

At the station, passengers find galloping racehorses cut into stainless steel panels as a direct compliment to the landmark friezes found at nearby Santa Anita Park. A lucky number ‘7’ is hidden in the frame of the sandblasted black granite and signature green painted benches. This motif and the colors black and green pay homage to racing history and the wagering that takes place at the racetrack. Contrasting the dark granite and stainless steel, Davis worked closely with the Arboretum in the selection of local plant and animal images for a tall weathervane sculpture donning delicate butterflies, hummingbirds, and native flowers as a central focal point to reveal the “zephyr” or gentle breeze of this Arcadian landscape.

Davis also designed the steel canopy structures for the ticket vending machines located at the entrance to all six new Foothill Gold Line stations. At Arcadia, he created an abstracted design made of glass to line the roof of the canopy. The design was derived from an early Art Deco logo for the City of Arcadia that featured peacock feathers. Davis extrapolated the eye of a single feather and infused the glass panels with bold pigments to create a radiant beacon for the Arcadia Station.

The City of Arcadia generously provided betterment money to enhance the environment for the Arcadia Station. With this additional funding, Davis also created two signature lighting art pieces installed at the nearby Santa Anita Avenue Bridge. Their design features an historic Arcadia letter font and connects the nearby bridge and station artworks in a seamless experience from street to Station.

Michael Davis was born and raised in Los Angeles and resides in the coastal community of San Pedro. He received a Master of Fine Arts from California State University, Fullerton and is internationally known for his studio and public art throughout the United States and Japan. Davis brought an extensive knowledge of materials and fabrication processes to the development of his artwork for the Arcadia Station. His public art transit projects are installed in stations in Seattle, Los Angeles, Dallas, San Jose, and San Diego. His artwork has been featured in numerous publications including Artforum, Art News, Art in America, Public Art Review, and was showcased in L.A.Rising, SoCal Artists before 1980 — the first comprehensive book to document the legacy of artists whose lives and work in Los Angeles enabled the city to become the international contemporary art capital it is today.

“My artwork for the station and the lighting elements for the bridge are designed to be a gateway for the City of Arcadia. The images are a curated collection inspired by Arcadia’s history and lore and a short tale of my own. My grandmother had a secret drawer. As a boy, I opened it and found a book filled with dried flowers, letters, and an indescribable eye from a peacock feather. Peacocks roam Arcadia. An Arcadian is defined as a person who lives a simple life.”
Images of the handmade copper weathervane components show intricate detail and personality of each character living on the sculpture.
The Arcadia Station art consists of four major components: (1) Weathervane: copper, stainless steel, and paint; (2) Custom Benches: black granite, steel, and paint; (3) Ramp Panels: stainless steel with brushed finish; (4) Glass Ticket Vending Machine Canopy: digital printed safety glass panels. Davis designed the standard canopy structure for the ticket vending machine area seen at each Station along the Foothill Gold Line from Pasadena and Azusa.
Above: The custom fused glass bricks create the illusion of water rippling out from the feature rock near the platform entry ramp.

Tang created molds from the existing tiles at the Monrovia historic Santa Fe depot.

MONROVIA STATION
River of Time by Cha-Rie Tang

“We are travelers, both literally and metaphorically. We experience the world depending on our frame of reference and by the time we have. On foot or by train, looking down or looking ahead, close up or far away we bring ourselves, our histories with us. At the Monrovia Station the art reveals patterns and layers of meaning as you experience it in your travels.”

Artist Cha-Rie Tang’s Monrovia Station artwork ‘River of Time’ combines a treasure trove of sumptuous materials and is a thoughtful meshing of natural elements and handcrafted design. Calling forth the power of earth, water, and light, Tang uses ceramic tiles, glass, and a monolithic rock to invite and envelope transit riders in an environment designed to celebrate Monrovia’s rich architectural heritage and natural beauty.

At the base of the entrance ramps leading to the train platforms stands a treasure from China via Rosemead Gardens, a sculptural rock carved by eons of flowing water. This monument is the “mountain” to the artist’s “glittering stream.” The stream is a pool of water made of thousands of tiny, reflective glass triangles handcrafted by Tang. As the artist says, “running water is a potent force guided by the aesthetics of chance,” and Tang has created a light-filled tribute to this essential element.

The suggestion of water is carried throughout her station artwork. Along the ramps leading up to the station platforms, Tang has placed a field of “watercolor tiles” hand-glazed to suggest a river flowing up/down the ramps. Once on the station platforms, riders will find the column bases lined with decorative relief tiles associated with the California Arts and Crafts Movement — Batchelder, Claycraft, CALCO, Alhambra Kilns — along with Tang’s own contributions. Tiles by Ernest Batchelder (1875-1957) are well known and are especially treasured by Monrovians. Many residents generously invited Tang to make impressions of their original Batchelder tiles, which she then used to make molds, so the station’s collection of tiles would be a comprehensive display of Batchelder’s renowned designs.

Cha-Rie Tang is a Pasadena-based artist who combines her artistic and architectural training to form exquisite compositions out of ceramic tile and glass to celebrate humankind’s relationship with nature. Tang received a Bachelor of Science in Art and Design from Massachusetts Institute of Technology and a Master of Architecture from the University of Colorado, Boulder. Her public art commissions span Los Angeles and Orange Counties and include Pasadena’s A.R.T. Bus, the City of Los Angeles Public Library at Exposition Park, Los Angeles County Kenneth Hahn Hall of Administration, and the City of Mission Viejo Arts Alive Festivals. She was nominated for the 1996 Computeworld/Smithsonian Award for Excellence for her work as principal on the Direct Imagination team that published the Grammar of Ornament CD-ROM. Tang was named by Pasadena Posthills Magazine as one of the top 50 Creative People in 2011 and was also called out as one of the Best of Worldwide Glass Artists (Kennedy Publishing).

Cha-Rie Tang, River of Time
The station’s ‘river’ on the platform ramps is made of hand-glazed quarry tiles.
Above: The column bases feature hand-glazed and cast ceramic tiles made from molds created by the artist. Many of the tiles are based on Ernest A. Batchelder’s renowned designs from the 1920s and 1930s.

Left: Tang’s original bear tile is inspired by the mural “Grizzly Bear and Cubs” (1940), originally painted by artist Helen Katherine Forbes and commissioned by the Treasury Section of Fine Arts for Monrovia’s Ivy Avenue Post Office. The Aztec tile designs are appropriated from existing tiles found at the historic Monrovia Santa Fe depot.
In developing the Foothill Gold Line Operations Campus located in the City of Monrovia, the Construction Authority decided to incorporate art and design into the maintenance and operations facility—a behind-the-scenes site usually camouflaged and hidden from view. When asked to create art for the 24-acre campus, Christie Beniston began her design process by researching the history of transportation in California. She looked onto the eighteenth-century Spanish explorers who sailed the coast of California and described the region as “a land of fire,” noting the deep orange-colored hillsides. Once on land, the explorers realized the source of the “fire” was the poppy, thus giving California its state flower and the nomenclature “The Golden State.”

Beniston used the California Poppy as her central image and inspiration and created artworks in two locations on the site. For the main building, the artist has taken the micro view of a cluster of golden flowers for a grand mural in the lobby. Using a grid system as a base structure, she has produced a large, colorful, graphic mosaic composed of hundreds of flowers comprised of 140,000 10mm glass tiles.

In contrast to the close detail of the lobby mural, the artist created a large-scale field of poppies within the fences lining the public plaza on the northwest corner of the campus.

Beniston, who likes a challenge, was delighted to design an artwork using a new material. The Field of Poppies fence was created with an architectural fabric that employs traditional lace weaving techniques into a material that is functional and practical for exterior fencing applications. The artwork allows visitors to Evergreen Plaza to enjoy views of the light rail facility and serves as a vibrant backdrop to this new community amenity.

Christie Beniston is a public artist based in Solana Beach, California and has had a thriving art practice for over 25 years. Her public, residential, and commercial commissions are located throughout Southern California in Los Angeles, Orange, and San Diego counties. Her desire and technical ability to innovate with new materials and tackle unusual sites were essential components for the installation of the Field of Poppies and California Gold commissions at the Foothill Gold Line Operations Campus. Recent works by Beniston are permanently installed at the San Diego Airport Commuter Terminal, Huntington Valley Little League field in Huntington Beach, and the Glendale Adventist Hospital. She has also exhibited her work in museums and galleries across the country and has received numerous awards including an International Council of Shopping Centers (ICSC) Design and Development Silver Award in the category of Renovation/Expansion of an Existing Project.

Field of Poppies is an exterior architectural fabric made of steel mesh. The fencing surrounds Evergreen Place, a public seating area at the corner of the facility from the Operations Campus.

Above: Field of Poppies is an exterior architectural fabric made of steel mesh. The fencing surrounds Evergreen Place, a public seating area at the corner of the facility from the Operations Campus.

Above: Field of Poppies is an exterior architectural fabric made of steel mesh. The fencing surrounds Evergreen Place, a public seating area at the corner of the facility from the Operations Campus.

‘Training in communication design has had significant influence on my work as a fine artist working in the public space. For the viewing plaza and building at the Operations Campus, I recognized the importance of California history and its relationship to the site. Ultimately my hope is that my contribution is a visual representation of what is important to the broader community as well as the legacy of the city’s new facility.’

Christie Beniston, Field of Poppies and California Gold by Christie Beniston
Christie Beniston, Field of Poppies and California Gold
The 'poppy' accent color was used intentionally throughout the campus on select exterior structures — water tanks, building entry, and solar canopy — to tie these architectural forms to the artwork and integrate their presence within the overall design of the maintenance and operation facility.

The three story, 132,000 square foot Main Shop Building was designed and built to meet the U.S. Green Building Council’s Leadership in Energy & Environmental Design Gold standards. The building was architecturally designed to maximize the use of natural light and provide an interesting façade for the surrounding neighborhood. Poppy orange was used to highlight interior and exterior building details, corresponding with the artistic motif created for the campus, and was also used as the color palate for the drought-tolerant landscaping.
Artists Andrea Myklebust and Stanton Gray Sears were inspired by the extensive research they conducted at the local historical society and their long walks along the San Gabriel River wash for their design of the Duarte / City of Hope Station artwork Spirit of the San Gabriel River. The layout of this station presented some challenging space problems and the artists chose to site three tall sculptural columns with oblong limestone capitals down the center of the platform and one in the nearby parking facility. This placement allows for train passengers and car travelers on Duarte Road to enjoy the artwork from multiple vantage points as the light shifts throughout the day.

Fascinated with the idea of who has traversed and benefited from this rich landscape over the centuries, the artists chose four visual elements to hand-carve in relief on each of the limestone capitals topping the nearly seven-foot high columns. The first relief is a topographical map of the area to give a visual overview of the region and landscape. California Live Oak leaves are a reference to the native flora. The basket-weaving image is derived from the Gabrielino-Tongva peoples who gathered acorns along the river. An intricate saddle design is borrowed from traditional Mexican leather carving as a tribute to Mexico’s history and influence in the area.

Surrounding the column bases on the ground, Myklebust and Sears have laid an intricate design of square cast-bronze pavers donning low-level reliefs depicting orange blossoms, branches, and fruit. The floral imagery is derived from the colorful crate labels used by the local citrus industry in the late 1800s and early 1900s to brand and transport their fruit across the nation. This final element grounds the 11’ tall vertical sculptures and weaves an expansive footprint around the sculpture bases on the platform like a citrus grove spreading towards the horizon.

Andrea Myklebust and Stanton Gray Sears are the principal artists of Myklebust + Sears studio located in rural Pepin County, Wisconsin. They began working collaboratively in 1993 and have created more than sixty sculptural works for sites across the country. As with previous projects, the artist team thoughtfully addressed issues of scale, placement and viewing opportunities as they developed the final sculpture designs for the Duarte / City of Hope Station. Their award-winning work has been featured in Americans for the Arts Year in Review, Landscape Architecture Magazine, Sculpture Magazine, and Public Art Review. Myklebust received her Bachelor of Arts from Macalester College in St. Paul, Minnesota and studied sculpture at the University of Minnesota, Minneapolis. Sears is an Associate Professor of Art at Macalester College and holds a Master of Fine Arts in Painting from Penn State University, State College. Highlights of their collaborative work include installations for light rail stations on the Minneapolis-St. Paul Central Corridor line; at the Microbial Sciences building at the University of Wisconsin, Madison; and at the historic Fox Theater in Stockton, California.
The four vertical sculptures feature hand-carved capitals made from Indiana Limestone supported by painted steel bases.
1860 — Pioneros de la Rivera de San Gabriel — 1960
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Irwindale’s contemplative views of snow-capped mountains and golden California sunrises are the setting for station artist Robin Brailsford’s Pioneros de la Rivera de San Gabriel (Pioneers of the San Gabriel River Bank). Her work is about the town’s legacy that reads like a fable.

In the 1800’s, five families from Mexico came to the Los Angeles Basin. Again and again, other settlers followed, forcing the Mexican families to move on. At last they found peace, but not wealth, along the San Gabriel River. The nearby mountains provided them with an overabundance of fresh water and beautiful black and white “sal y pimento” river cobble. Here, they raised families, farmed, and founded a town that is the City of Irwindale today. The founders’ heirs still live here and prosper in the Jardin de la Roca (Garden of the Rock). In the 1950’s, the scarcity of aggregate for freeways and water for a growing population led to the establishment of Irwindale’s current economic engines: stone quarries and the food industry.

Inspired by the presence of stone aggregate, the station platforms are set with 200 handmade LithoMosaic pavers made of glass, mosaic, stone, and micro-mosaic pieces. Although each paver repeats a singular form, the composition for each design is unique. In blue, they allude to the San Gabriel River’s alluvial fan, and in green, they are an abstraction of each resident’s Árbol de la Vida (Tree of Life). The triangular layout of Brailsford’s custom pavers on the station platforms, visually enhance the experience of movement for train riders. Pierced into the platform’s steel guard hand-railings, passengers will find the words of Axis Mundi, A Song of Irwindale, composed by Brailsford that poetically conveys (in English, Spanish and Aztec) the Irwindale milagro (miracle).

The entry ramps to the station platforms are flanked by cut metal painted panels which bare the names of the original city founders and the residents who lived in the city during the 100th anniversary of its founding.

Robin Brailsford, of Brailsford Public Art, likes to think big. From her modern home and studio on the U.S./Mexican border, with her partner, artist Wick Alexander and many trusted fabricators, she creates environmental artworks for major transit, education and parklands projects throughout the United States. Raised on the North Shore of Massachusetts, her hometown’s joyous, community-wide Fourth of July celebrations inspire the scale, scope and vigor of her civic work. Brailsford is co-patent holder (with Ron Shaw of Shaw & Sons) of LithoMosaic, a relatively new process for public art. Their process allows for mosaics to be cast in concrete at a vast scale. For the Irwindale Station Brailsford employed a new casting technique with LithoMosaic allowing small pavers to be created. Brailsford has a Bachelor of Fine Art in Metalsmithing from Syracuse University and a Master of Art and Master of Fine Arts in Sculpture from the University of New Mexico. Past and current clients include the United States National Forest Service, the Desert National Wildlife Refuge, Miramar Water Treatment Plant, and the cities of Los Angeles, Santa Monica, Phoenix, El Paso, and Albuquerque.
The process of creating and casting LithoMosaic pavers requires detailed handwork. Each paver is an individual composition of glass tiles, natural stone, and texture.
Jardin de la Roca
Winged alluvial fan
With the love of the angels
Across aeons of time
Azusa Downtown Station
Station artist José Antonio Aguirre worked closely with the City of Azusa and the community to transform the Azusa Downtown Station into a prominent gateway and landmark through his artwork *A Passage Through Memory*. Aguirre's overall artistic design reflects an integration of motifs drawn from ancient Native American traditions, California Spanish-Mission style, and early 20th century American design. The fusion of these histories captures the cultural significance of the area and beautifully reflects the City of Azusa's rich historic and cultural diversity.

The most ambitious of the design elements at the Azusa Downtown Station is a pair of grand Spanish colonial-style arched portals placed at the entry ramps leading to the station platforms. The arched portals are made from architectural concrete and supports with a metal header announcing “Azusa” in large illuminated letters. Topping the sign is a crown motif that was inspired by the city’s original Azusa sign installed at Foothill Boulevard in 1923 and later removed in 1946.

Aguirre has also created a distinct image for the mosaic panels inset into the two portals at the station entry by appropriating and abstracting elements from pictographs drawn by local Gabrielino-Tongva ancestors. To complete his design, Aguirre worked over a four-week period with students from nearby Azusa Pacific University and visitors to The Mexican Cultural Institute at El Pueblo Historical Monument to create a series of glass mosaics inspired by native basket weaving and drawing traditions of the region’s indigenous peoples. These mosaics encircle the base of each canopy column adding vibrant bursts of color visible to those waiting at the station and passengers on the train.

José Antonio Aguirre was born and raised in Mexico City and currently resides in Pasadena, CA. He holds a Bachelor of Fine Arts from the Art Institute of Chicago and a Master of Fine Arts from the California Institute for the Arts. Over the past 30 years, Aguirre has actively contributed to his community as an internationally respected exhibiting artist, cultural worker, journalist, and educator. He has designed and fabricated more than 35 permanent public artworks for civic, educational, and private entities in Southern California, Chicago, Denver, San Antonio, and Mexico. His most ambitious glass mosaic mural, *Our Legacy: Forever Present*, is installed at the East Los Angeles Public Library and was commissioned by former First District County Supervisor Gloria Molina. In 2010-11, Aguirre was awarded a Fulbright-García Robles fellowship to research community public art at the Universidad Autónoma Metropolitana-Azcapotzalco in Mexico City.
Each of the 36 column base mosaics are as unique in composition and color as the individuals who came to volunteer to create them.
Station artist Lynn Goodpasture was inspired by “the land that surrounds the station, and the transformation of this land by innovative people who owned it, worked it, and loved it.” After thorough research she chose to celebrate the area’s horticultural history with her artwork Azusa Horticultural Paradise, by creating a glass canopy and four mosaic-tiled benches with imagery that recalls the towering California Fan Palms (Washingtonia filifera) along nearby Palm Drive, the legacy of early California growers, and the botanical contributions of former land-owner — The Monrovia Nursery.

Four custom mosaic benches are located on the platform and feature distinctive plants that are historically linked to the site. The honeybee and orange motif pays homage to Henry Dalton. In 1867, Dalton imported orange trees and the first Italian honeybees to the United States, launching local citrus growing and supplying honey throughout the country. By 1880, Jonathan Sayre Slauson acquired the property and established the Azusa Foothill Citrus Company, which earned international awards and worldwide recognition for its superior fruit. Slauson’s daughters each inherited a portion of the Azusa Foothill Citrus Company land. Kate Slauson Vosberg named her ranch, Rancho del Alisal (Ranch of the Sycamore) for the indigenous trees, while Louise Slauson Macneil called her home Rancho los Cacomites (Ranch of the Hyacinth) for the once prolific wildflowers. For the station’s main imagery, Goodpasture rendered in mosaic these two symbols, the Sycamore and Hyacinth, along with Rosedale’s Beauty, a popular camellia propagated in the 1950’s by Monrovia Nursery.

Goodpasture also depicts a fan palm frond in mosaic on the sides of the benches and in the glass panels for the canopy covering the ticket vending machine area. The use of the palm motif in various ways connects the station’s primary design elements, as do the paving stones surrounding each bench. Goodpasture’s use of these familiar images and materials is intended to create a welcoming environment that feels like home.

Lynn Goodpasture of Goodpasture Art & Design specializes in large-scale art for public, private, and commercial environments. Her commissions are often developed in collaboration with architects, fabricators, and installers, which allows for maximum integration of her artwork into the architecture. The mosaics for the APU/Citrus College Station were developed in close collaboration with Mosaika, the mosaic fabricator, with the goal of translating the painterly quality of the original artworks into small glass tiles. Similarly Goodpasture worked closely with the Peters Studio to translate the original art for the glass canopy (rendered in small-scale models) into the 28-foot hand-painted glass canopy. Recent projects include an interior glass wall for the Cone Health Cancer Center at Alamance Regional Medical Center in Burlington, North Carolina; an interactive tile and stone labyrinth for the Robert F. Kennedy Community Schools in Los Angeles, California; and a large-scale gate for the children’s garden in the Botanical Garden at the University of North Carolina / Chapel Hill. Goodpasture attended the Corcoran School of Art in Washington, DC. In 2013 and 2015, she was a presenter at the Public Art Network’s annual conference at Americans for the Arts, addressing “Ethics in Public Art: Best Practices,” and “Professional Standards in the Public Art Field.”
The artist selected sculptural pre-cast benches to install each detailed smalti mosaic design. She considered the “carpet” area beneath the bench to designate its special place on the platform.

The ticket vending machine canopy features hand-painted safety glass panels, inspired by the California Fan Palm.
The Foothill Gold Line journey began more than a decade ago. Over those years, elected officials, the community, stakeholders, students and others rallied and wrote in support of the project that would transform the San Gabriel Valley and the quality of life for its citizens for generations.

Most important, it took the vision and dedication of elected officials representing the corridor’s past, present and future to ensure the journey continued; and the hard work and service by thousands of individuals — including planners, designers, engineers, trades workers, support professionals, and artists — to make the vision a reality.

On the following pages are individuals representing the principals, team leaders, and key staff who worked on the planning, design, and construction of the Foothill Gold Line from Pasadena to Azusa. Under the direction of the Foothill Gold Line Construction Authority and assistance by Metro, three design-build teams, Hill International staff and consultants, agencies at all levels of government (city, county, state, and federal), local utility companies and the railroads came together and built the Foothill Gold Line on-time and on-budget.

We thank them all for their dedication to the journey.

The Foothill Gold Line from Pasadena to Azusa was fully funded by LA County’s Measure R half-cent sales tax, approved by voters in 2008 and was turned over to Metro on September 23, 2015. Metro opened the line for passenger service on March 5, 2016.
Gold Line Phase II Joint Powers Authority

City of Arcadia
Tom Beck, Council Member
Shay Tag, Council Member (Alternate)

City of Baldwin Park
Linda Madison, Council Member
Angel Castilho, Council Member (Alternate)

City of Claremont
Sam Pedrosa, Mayor Pro Tem (Chair)
Lori Schwade, Council Member (Alternate)

City of Duarte
LaNettes, Council Member
Tania Four-Cassar, Council Member (Alternate)

City of Glendora
Gene Murabito, Mayor Pro Tem
Gary Boyer, Council Member (Alternate)

City of Irwindale
H. Manuel Ortiz, Council Member
Mark A. Breceda, Mayor (Alternate)

City of La Verne
Robin Carder, Mayor Pro Tem (Secretary & Treasurer)
Charles Rosales, Council Member (Alternate)

City of Monrovia
Larry J. Spicer, Mayor Pro Tem
Gloria Crudgington, Council Member (Alternate)

City of Ontario
Paul Leon, Mayor
Debra Dorst-Porada, Mayor Pro Tem (Alternate)

City of Pasadena
Gene Masuda, Vice Mayor

City of Pomona
Elliot Rothman, Mayor
Debra Martin, Council Member (Alternate)

San Bernardino Associated Governments
Paul Eaton, Mayor, City of Montclair
Curt Hagman, County Supervisor, 4th District (Alternate)

City of South Pasadena
Sergio Gonzalez, City Manager
Margaret Liu, Management Analyst (Alternate)

Gold Line Phase II Technical Advisory Committee

City of Arcadia
Daniele Leonardo, City Manager
Phil Bray, Deputy Director of Development Services/City Engineer (Alternate)

City of Azusa
Uriel Macias, Council Member
Angel Carrillo, Council Member (Alternate)

City of Claremont
Danny Bolick, Public Works Director/City Engineer (Alternate)

City of Covina
Ruby Talierci, Assistant City Manager (Alternate)

City of Duarte
Liz Reilly, Council Member
Tzeitel Paras-Caracci, Council Member (Alternate)

City of Glendora
Gary Boyer, Council Member (Alternate)

City of Irwindale
H. Manuel Ortiz, Council Member
Mark A. Breceda, Mayor (Alternate)

City of La Verne
Robert Russi, City Manager
Candice Bowcock, Associate Planner (Alternate)

City of Monrovia
Larry J. Spicer, Mayor Pro Tem
Lauren Vasquez, Senior Management Analyst (Alternate)

City of Montclair
Mike Hudson, Public Works Director

City of Ontario
Tom Danna, Traffic / Transportation Manager
Raymond Lee, Assistant City Engineer (Alternate)

San Bernardino Associated Governments
Carrie Schindler, Director of Transit & Rail Programs
Nessa Williams, Project Delivery (Alternate)

City of South Pasadena
Sergio Gonzalez, City Manager
Margaret Liu, Management Analyst (Alternate)

San Bernardino Associated Governments
Carrie Schindler, Director of Transit & Rail Programs
Nessa Williams, Project Delivery (Alternate)

City of South Pasadena
Sergio Gonzalez, City Manager
Margaret Liu, Management Analyst (Alternate)

Foothill Gold Line Construction Authority Staff and Key Consultants

Mark T. Blake, Chief Executive Officer
Chris Baker, Chief Project Officer
Crystall Sue, Chief Financial Officer
Mitchell S. Powell, Chief Contracting Officer & In-House Counsel
Jean Steury, Program Manager
Dennis Craig, Director of Engineering
Bill Wiseman, Director of Facilities
Lisa Levy Rich, Director of Public Affairs
Seyden Edwards, Public Affairs Manager
Phil Deters, Director of Systems
Chris Lower, Brand Clerk and Personnel Manager
Richard Ephraimson, Project Controls Manager
Dan Crisp, Quality Manager
Jack Clapp, Construction Manager
Carrie Levinson, Design Manager
Tanya Petronian, Station Environment Coordinator
Jordan Goodale, Media Consultant
Sylvia Beltran, Community Relations
A. O. Media Relations
Dan Good, Contract Manager
Jerry Sims, Administration Manager
Bigen Rane, Quality Assurance Auditor
Zach Bogharianian, Quality Assurance Auditor
Juan Aubrey, Quality Assurance Auditor
Hal Blać, Project Engineer
Natalie Crago, Project Coordinator
John Quintanar, Fire Life Safety Consultant
Brian Reese, Systems Consultant
Marina Eugenio, Accountant
Linda Mazzoni, Administration Assistant
Claudia Ramerez, Project Administrator
Margaret Vogel, Submittals Coordinator

Mark Mobbleton, Gary Bakis, Laura Langford, and Bill Lack all played key roles on the project and are now working on other projects in Southern California.
Metro Staff
Bryan Pennington
Rick Meade
Frank Alejandro
Bruce Shurbear
Michael Harris-Gifford
Rick Lorenzo
Randall Roman
Jadin Quinn
Jason Chang
Steve Linz
Greg Killian
Brian Moran
Chad Weismann
Monica Dixon
Evan Wright
Bobby Fischer
Kari Krieger-Glass
Kellen Zain
Keri Chou
Adriel Dominique
Paul Spina
Tina Suzuki
Dan Biggs
Claire Reyes
Jeff Morris
April Davidson
Dan Lee
Lawrence Buhle
Briody Brandteter
Denise Longley
Louis Campos
Bryan Rydell
Johnathan Hollett
Greg Penca
Brian Brownlee
Jorge Parada
Kim Barnes

Shainele McLaughlin
Georgina Arigita
John Johalena
Elizabeth Frace
Sandra Perez
Allie Ong
Wyman Jones
Vish Khandare
Brandon Taylor
Patrick Provence
Engy Gabriell
Abdul Zhobin
Davinder Bains
Chris Libran
Colin Kaku
Craig Bondy
David Chang
George George
Lee Kettlerington
Michael Thomas
Ryan Azuma
Shawn Allen
Tina Wu
Velma Marshall
Zack Spearman
Thomas Eng
Alex Langos
Bjorn Backlund
Michael Romashling
Luke Babayan
Francois Impropt
William Kutter
Douglas Sing
Holly Sheldrick
Macon White
Anh H. Tran
Diame Martin
Paul Briggs

Greg Veliz
Miriam Aragosa
Samuel Magana
Nathaniel Lewis
Sandra Perez
Elizabeth Frace
Bobby Jeane
Tom Zhang
Shahroud Araki
Phil Walker
Angelo Capozzello

Los Angeles County Fire
Mike Devai
Tim Racer

Key Staff from the Corridor Cities
Arcadia
Dorothy Lisianski, City Manager
Jason Kruckeberg, Assistant City Manager/Development Services Director
Phillip Keys, Deputy Director of Development Services/City Engineer
Linda Hu, Transportation Services Manager
Karen Merritt, Associate City Manager
Ken Hines, Principal Civil Engineer
Clint Ellis, Storm Improvements Inspector
Chief Fire Marshal, Arcadia Fire
Battalion Chief Barry Spriggs, Arcadia Fire
Mark Melok, Fire Marshal
Captain Larry Goodman, Arcadia Police
Sergeant Rod Ortiz, Arcadia Police

Monrovia
Oliver Ol, City Manager
Tina Cherry, Public Works Director
Steven Gourdin, Community Development Director
Lauren Vasquez, Senior Management Analyst
Brad Merrifield, City Engineer (Consultant)
Buffy Bull, City Revenue Department
Alice Ahlbeck, Arcadia Fire
Mark Alvord, Assistant City Manager
Craig Jenson, Planning Manager
Richard Correa, Public Works Inspector
Chief Chris Everson, Monrovia Fire
Laura Bereda, Fire Inspector
Captain Alan Sanvictores, Monrovia Police
Chief of Staff, Monrovia Police
Captain Tim Markel, Monrovia Police

Duarte
David George, City Manager
Craig Grover, Community Development Director
Jason Golding, Senior Planner
Dorothy Miles, City Engineer (Consultant)
Rafael Cadena, Public Works Manager
Teresa Aragon, Public Works Inspector
Kareen Hennes, Deputy City Manager

Winnetka
John Grodin, City Manager
William Tam, Public Works Director
Francisco Cardoza, Civil Engineering Associate
Edgar Rojas, Engineering and Mining Manager
Bernard L. Wattr, Engineer (Consultant)
Sanjott Hynes, Engineer (Consultant)
Cary Wrenn, Public Works Inspector
Sergeant George Zendejas, Irwindale Police
Cardio Dial, Assistant City Manager (Retired)

Arroyo
Troy Barnell, City Manager
Daniel Boldt, Public Works Director/Engineer
Richard Gardes, Public Works Inspector
Kris Kemp, Arroyo Light and Water
Melissa Barlow, Arroyo Light and Water
Ken Goldberg, Arroyo Light and Water
George Munoz, Arroyo Light and Water
Martin Quinn, Neighborhood Improvement Coordinator
Capt. John Morris, Arroyo Police
Kurt Christiansen, Economics and Community Development Director
Gold Line Bridge Artwork Program Committee Members

Phil Wray, City of Arcadia
Carl E. Havel, City of Azusa
Pete Yeo, City of Claremont
Mark Wood, City of Duarte
Lynn Hendricks, City of Glendora
Camille Diaz, City of Irwindale
Adam Andrews, City of La Verne
Dee Bell, City of Monrovia
Joy McAllister, City of Pomona
Steu Boysell, Colburn
K. Janine Choy, Caltrans

City of Arcadia
Jackie Raymond
Carolee Bell Pitt-Wrap
Marketa Sokol
Don Perman
David Oyler
Robert Harbicht
George Fitchett

City of Duarte
Darrell George
Jason Cubbage
Bill Cox
Mark Wood
Karen Herrera
John Yasaca
Sue Wittmer
Sue P. Lowenstein
Dominic Milazzo

City of Azusa
Jens E. Havel
Tonya Pace
Rosemary M. Ramirez
Mark A. Breceda

City of Claremont
Nancy C. Smith
Robert D. Thornton
Geoffrey S. Yarema
Lloyd W. Pellman

City of Glendora
H. Javier Chavez

City of Irwindale
Camille Diaz
Loretta Corpis
Tonya Pace
Rosemary M. Ramirez
Mark A. Breceda

City of La Verne
Arlene Andrews

City of Pomona
Joy McAllister

City of Monrovia
Vicki Novell
Becky Shevlin
Tito Haes
Bill Beebe
Joe Garcia
Coulter Winn

Hill International, Construction Authority Program Manager

Hill International provided the Construction Authority with invaluable professional assistance throughout the planning, design, and construction processes. In addition to bringing to the project many key staff members (identified previously) to augment the Construction Authority’s full-time staff, Hill International also provided industry expertise as needed through their sub-consultants.

Key sub-consultants that supported the project include:

Atomic Art Models
ATS Consulting
CH2M Hill
Douglas E. Jamieson
IBI Group
ISIS LLC
Jacobs Engineering
JL Patterson & Associates
KOA Corporation
Kurt Kroner Environmental
Leighton Consulting, Inc.
Maxima Group
McLean & Shultz
Monte Group
Nossaman LLP
Philip Novello & Associates
Smith Borey Laboratories
Steven Davis Consulting
V&A Consulting Engineers
Wagner Engineering
WPK – Wavon Engineers and Planners
WPC – Walker Parking

Precast concrete used to create the basket forms for the bridge included specialty aggregate to create a variable surface texture and subtle sparkle.
Kiewit Infrastructure West Co.
Foothill Transit Constructors, a Kiewit-Parsons Joint Venture (designed and built by the Webcor team).

with the exception of the Gold Line Bridge (designed and built by the Skanska USA team) and the intermodal parking facilities.

Kiewit-Parsons Joint Venture, designed and built the alignment project made up of all elements of the Foothill Gold Line project.

Three design-build contractor teams completed elements of the Foothill Gold Line project. Foothill Transit Constructors, a Kiewit-Parsons Joint Venture, designed and built the alignment project made up of all elements of the Foothill Gold Line project.

Mike Flowers
Gabriel Gayton
Matthew Worland
Mark Van Patten
Adam Knoll
Arron Mountjoy
Rich Parker
Jared Ruzicka
Kevin Goodman
Bruce Applegate
Craig Martin
Jeff Rowland
Dan Kulka
Sheri Soldatke
James Eshbaugh
Ali Hamza
Barry Sam
Carmen Cham
Mary Real
Justin Leung
Polo Ramirez
Carl Rogers
Damien Jackson
Kurt Pedersen
Roland Genick
Tom Sardo
David Warnock
Parsons

The Sheridan Group – Interior Furniture
Stepstone Inc. – Custom Paver Fabrication
Randy Montgomery – Decorative Sandblasting
Tuo Sogno Design Center – Art Fabricator
Lace Fence – Specialty Fence Fabricator
Bisazza Mosaic – Tile Fabricator
Cinco Iron Works – Art Fabricator
Peters Studios – Art Fabricator
Cosco Iron Works – Art Fabricator
Bisazza Mosaic – Tile Fabricator
Levi Pearson – Specialty Finish Fabricator
Messia Schiffer – Fabricator
Two Sogno Design Center – Art Fabricator
Robert Montgomery – Decorative Sandblasting
Stephens Inc. – Custom Fabricated
The Sheridan Group – Interior Furniture

Skansa USA Team

Lavonne Dzwonko, Project Executive
Mike Apostolik, Executive Vice President
Tim Johnson, Vice President Operations
John Wells, Project Executive
Jeff Gordon, Superintendent
Tony Moceri, Superintendent
Tony Mangiapane, Project Executive
Andrew Graf, Project Executive
Karen Glaeser, Project Manager
Trevor Kelly, Project Engineer
John O’Riley, Quality Assurance and Control
Owen Carty, Inspector
Joseph Hernandez, Community Liaison

Hire and Helmer, Design Team Manager
Bob Nigg, Architect
David Yee, Bridge Architect

Skansa USA Team

Art and Architecture Sub-Contractors:

Mitsubishi – Hydraulic Elevators
Architectural Glass and Aluminum – Glazing
Webcor Team – Art and Architecture Sub-Contractors:

Andy Medina, Inspector
Michael Mowen, Senior Project Engineer
Daniel Chu, Chief Civil Engineer
Michael Moses, Senior Project Engineer
Darwin Brown, Inspector
Andrea Miranda, Inspector

Weinberger – Hydraulic Elevators
SiteCon – Architectural Concrete
Western Painting – Painting
Beck Steel – Metal Fabrication

Skansa USA

Alexandra Dzwonko, Project Executive
Mike Apostolik, Executive Vice President
Tim Johnson, Vice President Operations
John Wells, Project Executive
Jeff Gordon, Superintendent
Tony Moceri, Superintendent
Tony Mangiapane, Project Executive
Andrew Graf, Project Executive
Karen Glaeser, Project Manager
Trevor Kelly, Project Engineer
John O’Riley, Quality Assurance and Control
Owen Carty, Inspector
Joseph Hernandez, Community Liaison

Fitzgerald Formliners – Formliners
National Ready Mix – Concrete Supplier
Group Delta – GeoTech
CMC Rebar – Reinforcing Steel Installer
Anderson Drilling – CIDH Installation
Masonry Concepts, Inc – Installation of the casted segments

Bill Cox, Land Surveyor

The Webcor Team

Mark Turner, Vice President
Bart Clay, Senior Project Manager
Cody Ros, Senior Project Manager
Byron Mill, Senior Superintendent
Eric Morris, Superintendent
Jeremy Romasanta, Superintendent
Wade Wilden, Project Manager
Carlos Hartung, Project Engineer
Benny Ghosn, Project Engineer
Trevor Kelly, Project Engineer
John O’Riley, Quality Assurance and Control
Owen Carty, Inspector
Leticia Rosales, Project Administrator

Jeff Parvin, Principal in Charge
Mitchell Wendell, Architect of Record
Denis Bousquet, Structural Engineer of Record
Matt Stan, Third Party Coordinator
Michael Pendegras, Architectural Project Manager
Jessica Wittenberg, Structural Engineering Project Manager
Malik Antigona, Architectural Assistant Project Manager
Cody Nogay, Architectural Assistant Project Manager
James Douglass, Job Captain
Rahmat Brooks, Marketing and Business Development

RBF
GARY MULLER, Project Manager
Brian Andrews, Project Engineer
Jared Bernard, Project Engineer
Bobby Chen, Traffic Engineer
Steve Cames, Project Engineer
Bill Cox, Land Surveyor

Brian Fitzgerald, Project Engineer
Adrian Atch, Project Engineer
Chad House, Structural Engineer
Craig Johnson, Project Engineer
Brad Lussow, Project Engineer
Sal Shalhoub, Structural Engineer
Greg Vukadin, Project Surveyor
Lisa Vairdome, Project Engineer
Juan Zamba, Design Engineer
Mark Morris, Photographer
Daniel Martin – Landscape Architect
Nick Johnson – Landscape Architect

Tino Rodriguez, Principal/Contractor Services
James Valley, Project Manager
Daniel Dari, Chief Civil Engineer
Michael Moses, Senior Project Engineer
Darwin Brown, Inspector
Andrea Miranda, Inspector

Weinberger – Hydraulic Elevators
SiteCon – Architectural Concrete
Western Painting – Painting
Beck Steel – Metal Fabrication

Weinberger – Hydraulic Elevators
SiteCon – Architectural Concrete
Western Painting – Painting
Beck Steel – Metal Fabrication

Three design-build contractor teams completed elements of the Foothill Gold Line project. Foothill Transit Constructors, a Kiewit-Parsons Joint Venture, designed and built the alignment project made up of all elements of the Foothill Gold Line project with the exception of the Gold Line Bridge (designed and built by the Skansa USA team) and the intermodal parking facilities designed and built by the Webcor Team.
www.foothillgoldline.org

This commemorative book, *Art of the Journey: the Foothill Gold Line*, is published in conjunction with inauguration of passenger service for the Foothill Gold Line light rail project from Pasadena to Azusa on March 5, 2016. All rights reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced in any form by an electronic or mechanical means (including photography, recording, or information storage, and retrieval) without permission in writing from the Foothill Gold Line Construction Authority (aka, Metro Gold Line Foothill Extension Construction Authority). Each station artist retains copyright of the design images and artwork for their station.
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